
Error Code 2000-0142 Dell Hard Drive
Dell error code 2000 0142 means Hard Drive failure. The HDD needs to be replaced. To confirm
this, First boot into Setup (Bios) by pressing F2. On the Main. in 2011 that will not boot to
windows. I ran a diagnosis and received error code 2000-0142. I have discovered it is a hard drive
failure and it sounds l. pcguide.com/vb/showthread.php?69036-Dell-ErrReply to gregbattis. m. 0.

Hard Drive fails with an error during Dell Diagnostics,
Error Codes and Meanings, ePSA 2000-0142, Hard Drive
(d) - S/N (s), self test unsuccessful. Status = (x).
I ran diagnostics and it said there was a problem with the hard drive. The error code was 2000-
0142. I have had 4 hard drives crash on this computer and this. Inspiron 15 (3531, Mid 2014). I
tried boot diagnostic the result was unsuccessful with error code of 2000-142. I was able to used a
quick run diagnostic via dell. From there I checked diagnostics where I got the Error code 2000-
0142. Is there anyway to fix this, or am I buying a new hard drive? If I am, which kind, and if I
have an account with dell, will I be able to reinstall Windows 8.1 without having.
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Two days ago, i was using my laptop, a dell inspiron 1420, then all of a sudden, all my programs
just stopped working. After replacing the hard drive on a Dell Inspiron 560 desktop and running
the had given me error code 2000-0142 which is why I replaced the hard drive. hi everyone dell
1545 inspiron, 3-4yrs old, sata 250gb hd, windows 7 home premium, 64 bit i've been reading all
the hdd helps you all posted re the above error. I was using my dell inspiron 2330 earlier when it
said it needed to reboot when it did this it started scanning and repairing drive c it did this 10 t.
into bios it gave me error code 2000-0142 i managed to log in but now my screen kept flashing
The error code you are getting is that the hard disk has or is buying the farm. I ran the Dell ePSA
test and got a 2000-0142 error code, which is indicative of a hard-drive failure. So, if my HDD
has really failed or is about to fail, how can I.

ERROR 0142. MSG: Error Code 2000-0142. MSG: Hard
Drive 0 - self test unsuccessful. Status: 49. The given error
code and message can be used by Dell.
dell inspirion 1545 Hi. Remove and reinstall the Hard Drive for the error codes: 1000-0141 2000-
0141 1000-0142 2000-0142 1000-0143 2000-0143 1000-0144. Im pretty sure it's the hard drive
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that is making the noise because I can hear the Msg: Error Code 2000-0142. Msg: Hard Drive 0 -
self test unsuccessful. Status 79. The given error code and message can be used by Dell Technical
support. Find the hard drive letter (usually local disk C) for which you want to run the Chkdsk
utility. drive. And here for Dell Diagnostics. Msg: Error Code 2000-0142. Dell Error Code for
Failed Hard Disk / … Error Code: 2000-0142 , Hard Drive 0- Self Test Un it failed the Hard
Drive Test and Gave this message "Error. Dell Inspiron 15R :: Hard Drive Failure - Error Code
2000-0142. Dec 20, 2014. msg hard drive 0-S/N WXN1E53EN501 Short self test unsuccessful.
Tried other. 

I ran the diagnostic test and got Error Code 2000-0142 for the hard drive test. I have a Dell
Latitude E7450 laptop with a E-Port Plus II port replicator connected. HDD failure- Magnetic
Surface Degradation - posted in Internal Hardware: I have a Dell Inspiron 1545 with a Samsung
HM500JI HDD. error code 0142 MSG: error code 2000-0142 Self test unsuccessful for HDD
Status 79 I made the mistake.

Hi anandi m, 2000-0142 indicates hard drive failure on the computer. Are you troubled with the
Dell error code 2000-0142 on the computer right now? First the specs: Computer: Dell System
PowerEdge T320 CPU: Intel Xeon on the drive in question and threw the error code 2000-0142
in the bios test section. As I mentioned it is a standard Hard Drive error from Dell machines,
which tells the same error code 2000-0142 and they all require a Hard Drive replacement. 

Dell studio 17 laptop error code 0142 solutions error 0146 is a typical dell laptop hard drive
related error code that can cause your system to freeze. find out. Dell Inspiron N7110 :: Hard
Drive Error Code 2000-0142. Dec 2, 2014. I have a Inspiron N7110 that is failing the hard drive
diags with error 2000-0142. I assume. 
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